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A: An option would be using the str_getcsv() function from the PHP String
Functions library: $string = 'Sep 30, 2015'; $arr = str_getcsv($string, ","); The
above will return the following array: array(2) { [0]=> string(5) "Sep" [1]=>
string(4) "30" } Which you can use to initialize any array of data, or any other
data structure in your application: $arr = array('Sep', '30', '2015'); A: As
mentioned, use PHP's explode function: $items = explode(",", $item); Now
you have an array with all the items. As to how to access the individual fields
of that array, you'd have to look it up yourself, I'm afraid. However, a quick
look at the PHP documentation on explode can give you a clue: If multiple
separators are given, this will return an array of strings. These will either be leftjustified or be separated by a character determined by the given separator.
Arnaut (band) Arnaut is a post-punk band from New York City that formed in
1994. The band's name comes from the Armenian verb arnavez, which means
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"to bring honor or glory." History Arnaut began as the solo project of
percussionist Mariano Suso, who assembled a group of friends and musicians
to participate in and support his project. The band's first recording was a
cassette titled Alone You'll Be (1995) with 3 songs and vocals by Suso on
drums, vocals by Nick Baine on bass and vocals by Ron Barbato on vocals and
drums, who was the only other band member besides Suso. After this single,
Nick Baine left the band. All of the songs are written by Suso. On "Man", Suso
sampled his own vocals from Alone You'll Be and an original track called "I
Am Alive". Arnaut was re-formed in 2001 by Suso with the addition of
guitarist Erik Asareff, bassist Paul A. L. Ferguson, and drummer Thomas KingBaldwin. The band released a 7-inch single titled "The Room" in early 2004,
and an LP called *2 on Ditto Records in October 2d92ce491b
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